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Supplementary Note 1

SiTe atomic structure; amorphous or polycrystalline? The thermal properties of materials are largely de-

pendant upon their atomic structure, specifically, ordered vs.∼ disordered. For instance, it has been shown

that the thermal conductivity of crystalline GeTe is almost an order of magnitude higher than the amorphous

phase [1, 2]. Given that, tellurium is an element with low glass transition temperature and as a result, composi-

tions with high Te content are prone to crystallization during the deposition process. The crystallization of the

Te sample, prompted us to investigate the structure of SiTe samples with high Te content. In order to ensure

that the a-SiTe and a-SeTe films studied here have maintained amorphous structure after the deposition, we

perform x-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on several samples with high

Te contents. However, considering the film thickness (<40 nm) and the low glass-transition temperature for

these samples (400-500 K), implementing atomic-scale structural characterization on the SiTe films without

damaging the film is exceedingly challenging. Although our XRD measurements for the high Te content sam-

ples do not show any substantial peaks that indicate crystallinity, our TEM and EELS micrographs for all SiTe

composition except Si11Te89 composition, depict Te rich crystallites on the order of 2-5 nm embedded in an

amorphous SiOx matrix. Observations of oxygen signatures and phase segregation in our SiTe films are per-

plexing. The crystallization could be the result of ion bombardment during the sample preparation process. We

need to mention that although our TEM results indicate an entirely different morphology for Si11Te89 (uniform,

homogeneous amorphous structure) and Si19Te81 (segregated regions with Te rich crystallites in an amorphous

SiOx matrix), the our measured thermal conductivity value is identical. This further supports our assumption

that the films have been damaged during the sample prep process. In addition, during TEM imaging/mapping,

we observed the electron beam causes further segregation in the region of mapping (see Fig. S12), which in-

dicates that the electron beam has sufficient energy to induce phase transformations. In short, despite the fact

that we observe segregation and ordered regions in some of the SiTe samples, we posit that these are artifacts

of sample preparation and are not intrinsic to the films.

X-ray diffraction. Table S1 shows the structural details of the films studied in this paper. The compositions

and thicknesses are determined by XRF and TEM, respectively. Figure S1 (a) shows the result of our XRD

measurements for as-deposited pure Te and a-Si20Te80 with a SiO2 substrate and 3-5 nm carbon capping layer.

We included XRD measurement of a-Si17Te83 form literature for comparison [3]. For bulk a-SixTe100−x alloy

(10 ≤ x ≤ 28), it was shown that after annealing for 2 hours at 494 K, excess Te starts to crystallize while

remaining material stays amorphous. Then, upon annealing at 575 K for another 2 hours, the remainder of

amorphous phase crystallize into hexagonal SiTe2 phase [3]. According to this study, the XRD patterns across

all compositions for 10 ≤ x ≤ 28 are identical. For comparison, we included the result of this study for

Si17Te83 in Figs. S1(a) and (b). The results in Fig. S1(a) is consistent with our expectation. The peaks for
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Table S1: The longitudinal νlong, total sound speed νg, number density n, coordination number <r>, and proba-
bility of successful transfer P for different amorphous chalcogenide compositions used in thermal conductivity
estimation.

Nominal Deposition Composition Si% Composition Te% Thickness Structure
composition XRF (± 3%) XRF (± 3%) TEM (± 1 nm) TEM

Te co-sputter 0 100 30 polycrys
Si10Te90 co-sputter 11 89 30 amor
Si20Te80 co-sputter 19 81 44 amor/polycrys
Si20Te80 nano-laminate 38 62 41 amor/polycrys
Si30Te70 co-sputter 34 66 37 amor/polycrys
Si40Te60 nano-laminate 53 47 41 amor/polycrys
Si50Te50 nano-laminate 56 44 47 amor/polycrys
Si70Te47 nano-laminate 65 36 45 amor/polycrys

Si co-sputter 100 0 26 amor

pure Te sample agrees well with the 494 K annealed sample where Te has been crystallized. On the other hand,

for Si25Te75 sample, we do not observe any sharp peak that is indicative of crystalline regions. We repeated

this measurement for another set of samples that were prepared for our thermal conductivity measurement with

80 nm of ruthenium coating and the results are presented in S1(b). In these samples, due to the existence

of an 80 nm Ru coating and Si substrate, the Te peaks are not completely captured in the XRD data. Here,

the only peak that appears in the XRD measurement is at ∼23 degrees. The other peaks in the XRD spectra

(labeled accordingly) belongs to Ru transducer and Si substrate [4–6]. Figure S2 shows the diffraction pattern

for three SiTe compositions which the thermal conductivity is 0.1 W m−1 K−1. All the samples except for the

a-Si30Te70 are deposited in a single run. From these results, we conservatively conclude that the as-deposited

films remain amorphous after the deposition. However, to ensure the accuracy of our results we perform

transmission electron microscopy.
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Figure S1: Comparison between X-ray diffraction in this study and literature. (a) XRD results are from samples

with SiO2 substrate and 3-5 nm carbon coating, (b) XRD results are from samples with Si substrate and 80 nm

specular Ru coating.
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Figure S2: Comparison between X-ray diffraction for high Te content samples. The results presented here are

for samples with Si substrate and 80 nm specular Ru coating.

Figure S3: Grazing incidence XRD measurements across different compositions of SiTe coated with 80 nm of

Ruthenium on a silicon substrate.

Transmission electron microscopy. For this purpose, cross section view FIB chips were prepared from

the center of each wafer piece. In order to protect the area of interest during sample preparation, the site was
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coated in the FIB with e-beam SiOx and then tungsten. As part of the FIB sample preparation process, the FIB

chip was micro-manipulated onto an Omniprobe stub grid. A JEOL ARM transmission electron microscope

operated at 200 keV was used to collect all images and spectra.

Figure S4 shows high resolution TEM results for a-Si11Te89 which has the highest concentration of Te

amongst our SiTe alloy composition series. For these measurement two different FIB chip were prepared

from different parts of the sample and both of the TEM results suggest that the a-Si11Te89 film is uniform,

homogeneous with amorphous structure. The fact that the silicon substrate maintained its crystal structure is an

indicative that the film has not been damaged during sample preparation process.

To further investigate other compositions, we perform STEM EELS maps on samples with nominal com-

positions of a-Si10Te90, a-Si20Te80 and a-Si30Te70,a-Si50Te50,a-Si70Te30. As depicted in Figs. S4-S9, except

a-Si10Te90, it appears that all other compositions have segregated into a Te rich crystallites surrounded by

amorphous SiOx matrix. This observation is in stark contrast with our expectations. First, the sample deposi-

tion occurred in Ar with a few milliTorr pressure where chamber base pressure maintained at mid to low 10−9

Torr range, therefore, the existence of oxygen as a result of deposition process is not expected. Second, we have

performed depth profiling X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) on these samples and no oxygen signature

have been found below the Ru layer. Third, as depicted in Fig. S4 the samples with the highest concentration

of Te, a-Si10Te90, maintains its amorphous structure after the deposition. Although, we do not conclusively

reject the possibility of phase segregation and emergence of crystallite regions in the SiTe films, considering

the XRD measurement, we believe the phase segregation and formation of crystalline regions is an artifact of

sample preparation and not intrinsic to the film. In conclusion, although there is a discrepancy between the

TEM results where for a-Si10Te90 the micrographs show uniform amorphous layer and for a-Si20Te80 show a

segregated film with crystallite regions, the thermal conductivity for both cases are similar. In addition, the

XRD measurements for a-SixTe1−x where (10 ≤ x ≤ 30) do not suggest formation of any crystalline regions.

All things considered, we believe the films studied in this paper are either amorphous or highly disordered

polycrystalline. The amorphous-like temperature dependant trend for thermal conductivity of a-Si20Te80 fur-

ther supports our conclusion.
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Figure S4: TEM micrographs for sample A5, with nominal composition of a-Si10Te90. According to these

results the film is an uniform amorphous layer. Little oxygen is in Si10Te90, however, the oxygen level in the

Si10Te90 is similar that in Si substrate, so the oxygen could be from air exposure after FIB-cut. Nitrogen in

CNx is enriched to the interface of CNx/Si-substrate.
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Figure S5: TEM micrographs and its corresponding EELS mapping for a-Si20Te80.
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Figure S6: TEM micrographs for sample A4, a-Si20Te80, measured for a second time. According to these

results the film is compositionally non-uniform. Regions with bright contrast are 1.6nm to 4nm large, appear

mostly amorphous. Darker regions are polycrystalline. The prevalent lattice spacing is 3.4A (see diffractogram

from selected SiTe region).

Figure S7: TEM micrographs and its corresponding EELS mapping for a-Si20Te80.
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Figure S8: TEM micrographs and its corresponding EELS mapping for a-Si30Te70.
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Figure S9: TEM micrographs and its corresponding EELS mapping for a-Si50Te50.
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Figure S10: TEM micrographs and its corresponding EELS mapping for a-Si70Te30.
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Figure S11: TEM micrographs for (a) amorphous Si, (b) polycrystalline Te, (c) amorphous Se.
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Figure S12: TEM micrographs for Si50Te50 and Si70Te30 before and after mapping. The region specified in

red, is where the mapping was performed. As can be seen, SiTe has a high sensitivity to electron beam, and

as a result, TEM imaging/mapping causes further segregation in the film. A JEOL ARM transmission electron

microscope operated at 200 keV was used to collect all images and spectra.
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Figure S13: TEM micrographs for Se20Te80 with nominal thicknesses of 5, 10, 20, and 40 nm. The micrographs

for 10 and 20 nm Se20Te80 indicate ordered regions in the film. We hypothesise that this crystallinity is not

intrinsic to the film and is the result of sample preparation during FIM process. For more details regarding the

appearance of ordered regions in the amorphous film refer to supplementary note 3.
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Raman Spectroscopy. The Raman spectera presented in the main manuscript is taken from the same

sample that the thermal conductivity was measured after etching off the 80 nm ruthenium transducer. Due

to sensitivity of these films to any external stimuli, the films are prone to damage during the etch off process.

Therefore, another batch of samples were prepared without any metal coating for Raman measurement. Figures

S14,S15,S16 show the Raman spectra at different frequency ranges and Te contents for SixTe1−x without any

metal coating. Although the results for both of these measurements agree well, we believe the results presented

here are more accurate as there is no metal transducer to interfere with the captured signal and the films are in

as-deposited state.

Figure S14: The Raman spectra for different compositions of SiTe.

Figure S15: The Raman spectra for different compositions of SiTe.
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Figure S16: The Raman spectra for different compositions of SiTe.
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Supplementary Note 2

Thermal conductivity measurements. The thermal conductivities reported in this study are measured using

time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) in a two-tint setup where the output of an 80 MHz Tsunami Ti:Sapphire

oscillator with center wavelength of 808 nm is spectrally separated into a pump and a probe path. The spot

sizes for pump and probe beams are ∼20µm and ∼10µm, respectively. The pump path is fixed at modulation

frequency of 8.4 MHz via an electro-optic modulator (EOM). The thermal penetration depth (dp =
√

k/π fmodC)

at this frequency for the composition with lowest thermal conductivity (Si20Te80) is 54 nm which is well above

our thickest SiTe film (40 nm). The thermal conductivity of the Ru transducer (∼54 W m−1 K−1) is determined

via Wiedemann–Franz law where the electrical resistivity obtained via four-point probe measurements. The

temperature-dependant specific heat for Ru transducer is obtained from the literature [7]. The thicknesses for

each layer are obtained from transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs.

Figure S17: Sensitivity of our measurement to thermal conductivity, k, and thermal boundary conductance, G,
for (a) 5 and (b) 40 nm thick Si20Te80, (c) a representative fit to the experimental data for a 5 and 40 nm thick
Si20Te80. (d,e) thermal conductivity of Si20Te80 for different samples configurations, obtained by applying a
linear fit to the thermal resistance due to each thickness. The solid triangles corresponds to uncertainty and is
calculated by assuming 10% variations in the Si20Te80 film thickness.

For fitting thermal model to the experimental data, we use the ratio of in-phase versus out-of-phase signals

(−Vin/Vout). Our thermal model calculations assume that there are 3 effective layers in the direction of heat

flow i.e. Ru transducer, CN/SiTe/CN stack, and the substrate (see schematic in Fig. S18(d,e)). Figures S18(a,b)

demonstrate the sensitivity of our analysis to parameters such as thickness (d), specific heat (C), thermal con-
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ductivity (k), and the thermal boundary conductance (G) for a 5 and 40 nm thick Si20Te80 film, respectively.

The subscript indicate the layer number which is labeled as L1, L2, and L3 in the schematic in Fig. S18(d,e).

These calculations suggest that we are mostly sensitive to thickness of the first and second layers. Since Ru

deposition process is similar across all samples and in addition, we are able to measure the thickness of the Ru

transducer via picosecond acoustics, the uncertainty is estimated by varying the thickness of the second layer

(d2) by 10%. Another important parameter than needs to be taken into account for estimating the thermal con-

ductivity of the second layer, is thermal boundary conductance (TBC) at the interfaces. As can be seen in Fig.

S1, the sensitivity of our analysis to the thermal conductivity of Si20Te80, even for a 5 nm thick film is much

higher than the thermal boundary conductance. Therefore, in our analysis, we assume infinite TBC for the G1/2

and G2/3 interfaces and only fit for the thermal conductivity of the Si20Te80 layer which is the main source of

thermal resistance in the stack. Using a separate set of samples, we measure the thermal conductance across

Ru/ 10 nm CN/Si and subtract the resistance from the layer thermal conductivity to account for the boundary

resistances. However, since the resistance of the Si20Te80 is large, subtracting the boundary conductance from

the layer has negligible effect on the measured value. A representative experimental data and its corresponding

fit is demonstrate in Fig. S18(c) for a 5 and 40 nm thick Si20Te80 film. As can be seen, although we assume

unrealistic values for the TBC, due to negligible sensitivity, the model perfectly fits to the experimental data.

To ensure the accuracy of our measurement for thermal conductivity, we calculate the total thermal resistance

between Ru and Si layer for different film thicknesses. Then, by applying a linear fit to the thermal resistance

data, we obtain the thermal conductivity that is independent of the TBCs. We apply this to 2 different sample

configurations with different interlayers to ensure the accuracy of our measurements and negligible impact of

TBC on our thermal conductivity measurements. Based on these two sample configurations, we measure the

thermal conductivity of the Si20Te80 film to be 0.1 ± 0.01 W m−1 K−1, in perfect agreement with our 3 layer

thermal model fit. The uncertainty is calculated by varying the thickness of the film by ±10%. In Figs. ?? and

S19, we demonstrate our thermal conductivity measurements for SeTe at two different composition Se50Te50

and Se20Te80 and their corresponding TEMs.

Figure S20 shows the thermal conductivity of Si20Te80 at elevated temperature before the sample starts to

delaminate. For these measurements, we use a resistive heating stage with nitrogen gas flow and increment the

temperature of the sample every 10 minutes by 20°. We do not observe any changes in the thermal conductivity

of Si20Te80.
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Figure S18: (a) Thermal resistance across Ru/CNx/Se20Te80/CNx/Si layers as a function of SeTe film thickness.

The inverse of slope for the linear fit corresponds to the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the Se20Te80. (b) A

representative theoretical fit to the experimental data for ∼40 nm of Se20Te80, (the only fitting parameter is

thermal conductivity of Se20Te80 film, k2) and (c) the corresponding TEMs at different magnifications.
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Figure S19: (a) Thermal resistance across Ru/CNx/Se50Te50/CNx/Si layers as a function of SeTe film thickness.

The inverse of slope for the linear fit corresponds to the intrinsic thermal conductivity of the Se50Te50. (b) A

representative theoretical fit to the experimental data for 35.8 nm of Se50Te50, and (c) the corresponding TEMs

at different magnifications.
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Figure S20: Thermal conductivity of 20 nm thick Si20Te80 from room temperature up to 300 °C. The film

started to delaminate for temperatures above 300 °C. The uncertainty is calculated by assuming 10% variations

in the Si20Te80 film thickness.
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Sound speed measurements. In order to measure the speed of sound in the SiTe films across different

compositions, we use picosecond acoustics. In this technique, the absorption of laser pulse on the Ru surface,

launches mechanical strain waves from the surface to the underlying layers. The strain waves travel at the speed

of sound in the corresponding layer. At the interface between the layers, however, depending on the acoustic

impedance defined as (Z = ρ × E) where ρ is density and E is Young’s modulus, the waves are partially reflected

and the remainder is transmitted. The reflected waves from each interface travels all the way back to the surface

and influence the thermoreflectivity of the transducer. For the case where acoustic impedance at the interface is

significant and a large portion of the strain waves are reflected, using a picosecond time resolution, the echoes

can be detected with the probe beam in the TDTR signal as troughs and peaks. These echoes are only detectable

when there are a few number of layers and the acoustic impedance between the layers of interest is large. For

instance, For a-Si and Te sample studied here, due to lack of sufficient acoustic impedance at the interfaces, we

have not been able to detect any echoes. Therefore, we report the sound speed for these two samples from the

literature [8]. On the other hand, as can be seen from the solid line in Fig. S21, the acoustic impedance at the

Ru/Si interface is sufficiently large to influence our TDTR signal. In this case, the troughs corresponds to the

reflected waves from the Ru/Si interface. Addition of CNx/Si20Te80/CNx layers between Ru and Si, depicted

as solid circles, as well as changing the decay rate in the TDTR signal, adds additional peaks. These peaks

corresponds to the interface between CNx/Si. By measuring the time between the first trough corresponding

to Ru/CNx interface and the first peak corresponding to the CNx/Si, we estimate the time it takes for the strain

waves to travel across the CNx/Si20Te80/CNx stack. In this case, since the sound speed in CNx is unknown, it is

difficult to deconvolve the sound speed of SiTe from from that of the CNx.
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Figure S21: (a) Schematic for the layers configuration studied here and (b) the corresponding TEM for 40

nm a-Si20Te80. (c) TDTR thermal decay signal showing the echoes from different interfaces for with and

without CNx/Si20Te80/CNx stack. (d) The sound speed measured using picosecond acoustic across different

compositions.

In order to accurately pinpoint the sound speed in Si20Te80 layer, we deposited another batch of samples

without the CNx interlayer: 80 nm Ru/5-40 nm Si20Te80/5 nm W/Si (see Fig. S22). The W layer between the

film and the Si substrate is to ensure sufficient reflection from the backside interface. The measured sound speed

from 40 nm thick Si20Te80 is 2150 ± 100 m s−1. Using the obtained sounds speed for Si20Te80 we estimate

the sound speed in CNx to be 7500 ± 900 m s−1 which is well within the range for amorphous diamond like

carbon. The nitrogen content in CNx is nearly 20%.
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Figure S22: (a) Schematic for the layers configuration studied and (b) the TDTR thermal decay signal showing

echoes from different interfaces for with and without Si20Te80/W stack.
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Supplementary Note 3

Molecular dynamic calculations. In order to exclusively investigate the effect of mass scattering on a-SiTe

alloy, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed by randomly substituting the mass of Si with

that of Te (127 u). We use non-equilibrium molecular dynamics (NEMD) and equilibrium molecular dynam-

ics (NMD) methods to calculate the thermal conductivity of a-Si20heavySi80. For both techniques, we use

Stillinger-Weber atomic potential that has been widely used to characterize the thermal properties of Si. The

simulation procedure and details of these techniques are given elsewhere [9–11]. Figure S23 (a) demonstrates

the temperature profile across the simulation box. For these simulations two heat bath are assigned at the begin-

ning and in the middle of the simulation box. The temperature of the hot and cold regions are set to 550 and 450

K, respectively. By measuring the heat flux transferred between these two heat baths, the thermal conductivity

of the a-Si20heavySi80 is determined to be 0.50 W m−1 K−1. This calculation is in good agreement with our

EMD green-kubo calculations as shown in Fig. S23 (b). This thermal conductivity is a factor 5 higher than

the measured thermal conductivity for a-Si20Te80. Therefore, we conclude that although there is a large atomic

mass mismatch between Si and Te, the mass scattering in a-Si20heavySi80 cannot explain the ultralow thermal

conductivity of this material.

Figure S23: Thermal conductivity for a-Si20heavySi80 from (a) non-equilibrium and (b) equilibrium molecular

dynamic calculations. Both method result in thermal conductivity of ∼0.50 W m−1 K−1. The heavySi mass in

these simulations are similar to Te mass.
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Supplementary Note 4

Minimum limit thermal conductivity. A lower limit to the thermal conductivity of materials is estimated

using the minimum limit theory given by [12]:

κmin,P = 1.21kBn2/3vg, (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, vg is the average sound velocity in the material, and n is the number

density. The average sound velocity can be written in terms of the longitudinal (vL) and transverse (vT ) sound

velocities as:

vg =

(
1
3

[
2
v2

T
+

1
v2

L

])−1/2

(2)

In this study, for consistency, we assume that transverse sound velocity is 60% of that of the longitudinal

mode, νT = 0.6νL. For Si19Te81, using our sound velocities derived from the picosecond acoustics measure-

ments, we measure a longitudinal sound velocity of νL = 2150±100 m s−1, which is in good agreement with

previously reported values (νL = 2030 m s−1) for the sound speed of a thicker SiTe film [13]. Other parameters

that are used as an input to calculate the minimum limit such as number density and sound velocities across

different compositions are given in supplementary note 3. Using these parameters, we determine a minimum

thermal conductivity of 0.25 W m−1 K−1 for Si19Te81 at room temperature. This estimate for the minimum

thermal conductivity, however, is still more than a factor of two higher that the measured thermal conductivity

of Si19Te81 (0.10 W m−1 K−1). In fact, for nearly all compositions of SiTe studied in this work, Eq. 1 over-

predicts the measured thermal conductivities, as shown in Fig. 2(c). This discrepancy increases as the SiTe

coordination number decreases and the alloy transitions into an under-constrained network.

Although this minimum limit to thermal conductivity described above and presented in Eq. 1 has served

as a successful approach to predict the thermal conductivity of disordered crystals and amorphous materials,

several recent works have experimentally measured values well below this limit. This has motivated others to

model the thermal conductivity in amorphous solids as a form of energy hopping between localized vibrational

eigenstates. According to Allen and Feldman (AF) [14], a large portion of heat in disordered solids is trans-

ferred by quantized vibrations that are neither localized nor propagating. These delocalized non-propagating

vibrational modes, diffusons, carry heat by diffusion with mean free paths on the order of the inter-atomic spac-

ing. Based on the AF formalism, Agne et al. [15] suggested a modified minimum limit model for heat transport

in disordered solids that relies on the concept of diffusons rather than propagating modes. They argued that in

a disordered solid, the lower bound to thermal conductivity occurs when the thermal transport is entirely driven

by diffusons. This approach, albeit with the heat transfer carrier length scale being fundamentally different
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from those modeled in Eq. 1, leads to a similar functional form for the thermal conductivity of disordered

materials:

κmin,D ≈ 0.76PkBn2/3
νg. (3)

According to this diffuson-mediated minimum model, in one period of oscillation, each vibrating carrier

will make two attempts to transfer energy where P is the probability of a successful energy transfer. In the high

temperature limit and maximum diffusivity where P = 1, the calculated thermal conductivity is ∼37% lower

than the phonon minimum limit model. By applying this diffuson-mediated minimum limit model to Si19Te81,

we find a thermal conductivity of 0.16 W m−1 K−1, which is in a better agreement with the measured value.

However, considering the fact that this model is supposed to set the lower bound to thermal conductivity, it still

predicts 60% higher thermal conductivity than the measured value. This implies that the thermal transport in

Si19Te81 is driven by other atomistic properties that can impede the transfer of energy beyond those accounted

for in the diffuson limit.

To resolve this, we revisit an assumption that was made in the diffuson-mediated thermal conductivity (Eq.

4), which assumes 100% of attempts to transfer energy are successful between diffusons. As discussed earlier,

since the coordination number in SiTe decreases by increasing the Te concentration, the alloy transitions from an

over-constrained to an under-constrained network. This reduction in the number of bonds per atom eliminates

the number of pathways through which diffusons can interact, and leads to a reduction in the probability of their

successful energy transfer. To account for this probability, we assume that there is linear a relationship between

the coordination number and the probability of successful energy transfer. We take the element with the highest

possible coordination number, in this case Si, as the maximum probability of successful energy transfer P = 1.

Then, we calculate P for each alloy’s configuration by normalizing their coordination number with respect to

pure Si, i.e., P = < rave > /< rmax > = < rSixTe1−x > /< rSi >. Using this assumption, P changes from 1 to 0.5

for Si with < r > = 4 and Te with < r > = 2. By applying this condition, we calculate the diffuson-mediated

thermal conductivity for Si20Te80 as 0.09 W m−1 K−1, in better agreement with the measured values of our

SiTe alloys across the compositional phase space, shown in Fig. 2(c) in the main manuscript.
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Table S2: The SiTe compositions studied here with the corresponding deposition technique and thicknesses.

Composition νlong νg n×1028 < r > P κmin,P κmin,D κexp
(m s−1) (m s−1) (m−3) (W m−1 K−1) (W m−1 K−1) (W m−1 K−1)

Se 1840 [16] 1221 3.68 2.00 0.50 0.22 0.07 0.10
Te 1840 a 1238 2.50 2.00 0.50 0.19 0.06 0.20 b

Si11Te89 1980 1333 3.00 2.22 0.55 0.21 0.07 0.10
Si19Te81 2150 1447 3.05 2.38 0.59 0.24 0.09 0.10
Si30Te70 1968 1324 3.12 2.60 0.65 0.22 0.09 0.10
Si34Te66 3290 2215 3.19 2.68 0.67 0.35 0.15 0.18
Si38Te62 3153 2122 3.15 2.76 0.69 0.37 0.16 0.20
Si53Te47 3523 2372 3.35 3.06 0.76 0.41 0.19 0.26
Si56Te44 3874 2608 3.39 3.12 0.78 0.45 0.22 0.31

Si 6310 [8] 4248 4.99 4.00 1.00 0.95 0.60 0.93

a We assume amorphous tellurium sound speed is similar to that of selenium [16].
b Due to low Tg in tellurium film, it turned to crystalline during the deposition process.

Supplementary Note 5

Diffusivity and thermal conductivity calculations. In order to determine the contribution of non-propagating

delocalized diffusons in thermal transport, it is necessary to calculate the thermal conductivity due to diffuson

contribution. For this, we use formalism proposed by Allen-Feldman as follows:

κ =
1
V

N

∑
i=1

C(ωi)D(ωi), (4)

Where V is the system volume, ω is frequency, Ci(ω) is the frequency dependant heat capacity of the

modes, and Di is the mode diffusivity. These parameters can be obtained by:

C(ωi) = kB[
h̄ωi/2kBT

sinh(h̄ωi/2kBT )
]2, (5)

Di =
πV 2

3h̄2
ω2

i

6=i

∑
j
|Si j|2δ (ωi−ω j), (6)

Where Si j is the heat current operator with unit of J/m2/s is obtained with the knowledge of eigenvectors,

dynamical matrix, and the minimum distance between the pairs:

Si j =
h̄

2V
vKi j(ωKi +ωK j), (7)

vKi j =
i

2√ωKiωK j
∑
α,β

∑
m,κ,κ ′

eα(κ;K, i)Dκ ′κ
βα

(0,m)× (Rm +Rκκ ′)eiK.Rm× eβ (κ;K, i). (8)

Due to lack of empirical potentials that can mimic the change in bonding nature of the amorphous structure
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across all compositions of SiTe, we choose Stillinger-Weber (SW) for a-Si, Beest-Kramer–van Santen (BKS)

for a-SiTe2, and ab-initio calculated force-field for a-SiTe4. The BKS potential is similar to those used for SiO2

in previous studies [17–19]. We change the mass of oxygen to that of tellurium in this system to simulate the

diffusivities in a-SiTe2. We use General Utility Lattice Program (GULP) to find the diffusivities of modes in

a-Si and a-SiTe2 and used dynamical matrix and eigenvectors obtained from ab-initio calculations to find the

diffusivity of the modes in a-SiTe4. In the following we show how the diffusivity and thermal conductivity

calculations were performed for the three systems studies in this study.

Figure S24: (a,b) 3D Visualization of delocalized (41 cm−1) and localized (290 cm−1) vibrational modes on

either side of the mobility edge in a-Si20Te80. The few high amplitude eigenvectors in localized frequency are

an indication of strong localization showing the energy associated with these modes are confined in a small

geometric region. The colored arrows represent the projection of 3D vectors into their components in the xy,

yz, and xz planes.

Amorphous silicon and amorphous silica. after the seminal work by Allen-Feldman on amorphous sil-

icon, this system has been under extensive studies. To calculate the diffusivity in a-Si, we use an amorphous

system proposed by Barkema and Mousseau [20] with 1000 atoms at 300 K and under zero pressure. For SiO2,

we used melt-quench process with 720 atoms to obtain a uniform amorphous structure. The calculation param-

eters such as melt temperature, broadening factor, and cut-off frequency are similar to those of Ref [17–19]. A

Lorentzian broadening of δωave = 0.4360 cm−1 was used for Si20Te80 to calculate the thermal conductivity.

Amorphous a-Ge20Te80 vs. a-78Si20Te80. GeTe alloy is a well-known phase-change/thermoelectric mate-

rial which has been extensively studied in terms of its thermal properties. Similar to silicon, germanium is a

4-coordinated element and forms a short range ordered tetrahedron upon mixing with Te. Atomic structure of

SiTe studied here in many cases such as coordination number and radial distribution function resembles that

of the GeTe. Figure S25 shows the radial distribution function for our a-78Si20Te80 where the mass of silicon
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atoms are replaced by that of germanium and a-Ge20Te80 from Ref. [21]. Due to similarities between GeTe and

SiTe, it is interesting to investigate how much atomic masses of the constituent elements in a-Si20Te80 would

change the thermal properties. For this, we repeat our simulations for a-Si20Te80 and change the silicon mass

to that of germanium, a-78Si20Te80. The result for this modified alloy system is presented in Fig. S27. As

can be seen, due to higher average atomic mass, the frequency of the modes have dropped from ∼400 cm−1 to

∼300 cm−1. However, this has negligible impact on the thermal conductivity of the a-78Si20Te80. As discussed

in the manuscript, this is because all the modes above ∼100 cm−1 are localized and do not contribute to heat

transfer. Although the force constants in a-78Si20Te80 has not been developed for a-Ge20Te80 alloy system, our

estimated thermal conductivity is in good agreement with experimentally reported values that spans from 0.1

to 0.23 W m−1 K−1 [1, 22–24].

Figure S25: Comparison between our a-78Si20Te80 with 300 atom supercell and a-Ge20Te80 Ref. [21] radial

distribution function.

Figure S26: Partial density of states for a-Si20Te80.
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Figure S27: (a) Vibrational density of states (vDOS)for a-Si20Te80 and a-78Si20Te80 obtained from force con-

stant calculation on 300 atom supercell (b) diffusivity of modes calculated from AF formalism, (c) inverse

participation ratio calculated from vibrational mode eigenvectors (d) Accumulative thermal conductivity as a

function of modes frequency.
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